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Afghanistan war has foreign Fatalities caused by 3rd wave
and regional dimensions
of COVID-19 on rise, MoPH
Following surge in Taliban attacks and violence in almost all
Afghanistan, a number of Afghan
political experts in their interviews
with The Kabul Times correspondent by expressing concern over
increasing violence in the country
said war has been imposed on Afghans as it has foreign and regional
dimensions.
Advisor to President on Communications and Public Relations,
Wahid Omar in his recent remarks
by pointing to foreign interferences in internal affairs of Afghanistan told media that recent evidence in battlefields has shown
that Pakistan army is supporting
Taliban fighters in different parts
of the country.
“Taliban is living in Pakistan,
a country that is equipping the
group and a country where treatment is provided to wounded Taliban fighters. Besides, the group is
doing their propaganda from Pakistan,” Omar said.
This comes after Afghanistan
First Vice President Amrullah Salih warned of continued relations
between Taliban and Pakistan.
“Surge in Taliban attacks and
violence show that an organized
military organ in the region is operating beyond Taliban control as
there are sufficient financial and
spiritual documents to prove the
claim,” Salih said.
Meanwhile, an Afghan retired
ANA officer Gen. Dawlat Waziri
says all the people of Afghanistan
and world know that the ongoing
war has been imposed on Afghans
as foreign and regional intelligence
networks are behind the ongoing
war in the country.
“If countries supporting terrorism stop supporting terrorist
groups in their soil, peace will be
maintained on that day in Afghanistan as it is a proxy and imposed
war,” Waziri added.
On the other hand, officials for
the ministry of defense say Afghanistan National Defense and

Security Forces (ANDSF) are
well-prepared to defend the people and country and provide security to the people, but there are
still problems as dimensions of the
ongoing war are so big. They say
that all programs and measures have
been taken to control the situation.
Based on information of the
country’s defense and security organs, Taliban has planned to capture several provinces during the
current year, but their vicious aims
have been spoiled by the country’s
defense and security forces.
Previously, Afghanistan National Security Council while
stressing on peace process had said
that terrorists targeting public infrastructures, military bases, religious and holy places and innocent civilians will be perished and
their hideouts will be targeted and
destroyed.
A number of Afghan experts
while considering current surge in
Taliban’s attacks and violence as
big obstacle for maintaining peace
in the country say this is true that
Afghanistan’s current war has foreign dimensions and imposed on
Afghans. “Afghanistan is the only
country facing with continued foreign interferences as it has witnessed the imposed and proxy war
for the past four decades,” said
Javed Kohistani, an Afghan military expert. He said that it was
Afghans who have worked for foreign intelligence networks and interests of foreign countries to destroy their country. He asserted
that the country’s defense and security forces should be decisive in
fighting terrorist groups and those
working for the interests of foreign countries, adding that taking
serious action against terrorist
groups help maintain security in
the country. This comes amid
surge in Taliban attacks and violence in different parts of the country. Currently, serious fighting is
ongoing in almost all provinces of
the country. Suraya Raiszada
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The third wave of COVID-19
pandemic in Afghanistan has been
followed by increasing the death
toll of COVID-19 patients and
positive cases of the virus. Concerns over the unprecedentedly
increasing the positive cases of the
virus and death toll caused by the
pandemic have come amid lack of
medical equipment and beds in
COVID-19 hospitals in the country.
Reports from different parts
of the country show that current
healthcare system and medical
equipment are insufficient to address the third wave of the coronavirus. These all shortcomings in
health sector have resulted in increasing death caused by the pandemic.
The third wave of coronavirus
in Afghanistan is currently in its
peak. Afghanistan’s neighboring
countries particularly Iran, India
and Pakistan are seriously facing
with fatalities caused by COVID19 particularly the delta variant of
the virus.
A spokesperson to Afghanistan
Ministry of Public Health
(MoPH) says the speed of infectious of the third wave of COVID-19 is more than the first and
second waves of the pandemic,
which has raised concerns among
health organizations.
“Afghanistan Ministry of Public Health has launched public
awareness programs in close cooperation with Ministry of Rural
Rehabilitation and Development
(MRRD), Ministry of Hajj and
Islamic Affairs, ATRA and municipalities so that the people get
aware of risks of the pandemic in
most remote areas of the country,”
said Dastagir Nazari, a spokesperson of MoPH.
In attention to quarantine and
not observing health instructions
are considered as one of the serious challenges in the country.
According to public health ex-

perts, education and higher education institutions have been closed,
while wedding halls, hotels, restaurants, sports clubs and supermarkets where coronavirus
spreads rapidly are operating without any problems. No measures
have been taken in this regard.
So far lockdown has not been
implemented, but due to increasing positive cases of coronavirus
in the country particularly big cities, lockdown might be imposed.
For example, lockdown in cities,
restaurants, supermarkets and hotels might be closed for a period of
time although no such measures
have been taken so far.
For reduction in infection for
COVID-19 and fatalities caused by
the coronavirus, it is necessary
that Afghan citizens should seriously observe health instructions
to avoid transmitting to each other
in case somebody is infected for
the virus.
Besides, Afghan citizens
should make serious efforts to
avoid commuting to cities and attending in gathering, wedding and
engagement parties and prayer ceremonies, observe social distance
and wear mask.
Currently, schools, universities
and all learning, education and higher education institutions are closed
to prevent from further spread of
the coronavirus. The Ministry of
Public Health on Wednesday reported 1,557 new positive cases
of COVID-19 out of 5,951 samples tested in the last 24 hours.
The ministry also reported 91
deaths from the pandemic and 996
recoveries in the same period. The
number of the total deaths is
4,962, according to figures by the
ministry of public health.
Health officials last week said
that the number of patients has
increased and the ministry of public health is facing with the lack of
oxygen at COVID-19 hospitals.
Lailuma Noori

Why U.S. drone strikes are
at an all-time low
By: Michael Hirsh,
In August 2020, the man who
is now U.S. President Joe Biden’s
deputy national security advisor,
Jonathan Finer, co-wrote a privately circulated memo titled “Ending
the ‘Forever Wars.’” Written with
two others who have since joined
the Biden administration, Christine Abizaid and Brett Rosenberg,
the memo laid out a detailed program for extricating the United
States from the two-decade-long
campaign dubbed the “war on terror” that began on 9/11.
Six months into Biden’s presidency, the administration has said
little about its longer-term plans
in dealing with Islamist terrorist
groups around the world, apart
from announcing the withdrawal
of U.S. troops from Afghanistan.
And yet airstrikes by drones and
other U.S. kinetic operations in
trouble spots around the world,
outside conventional battlefields,
have dramatically dropped since
Biden took office. The president
imposed a partial moratorium as
his team conducts an intensive review of every aspect of America’s
global counterterrorism efforts,
which have spread over two decades from Afghanistan post-9/11
to “Iraq, Yemen, Syria, Libya, Somalia, and parts of the Maghreb,
Southeast Asia and West and Central Africa,” as the Finer memo
notes.
This limited stand-down is
happening in spite of rare exceptions like this week’s airstrikes by
U.S. F-15s and F-16s on storage
facilities used by Iran-backed mi-

C.I.A. must now obtain White
House permission to attack terrorism suspects in poorly governed
places where there are scant American ground troops, like Somalia
and Yemen,” the New York Times
reported on March 3. A forthcoming directive is also being prepared
by the Department of Defense laying out stricter guidelines for limiting civilian casualties in overseas
attacks and setting new and higher
thresholds for future U.S. attacks.
Already there has been a dramatic reduction of drone attacks
and other types of airstrikes,
which once reached thousands a
year. “The [United States] appears
to be in a holding pattern in most
conflict theaters that it still has a
presence in—with no reported
strikes in Yemen, Libya, Pakistan,
or Somalia since Biden took office.
U.S. strikes are continuing in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria—though
at historically low rates,” said
Chris Woods of the London-based
Airwars monitoring organization,
considered perhaps the most reliable tracker of U.S. airstrikes
around the world. “What the strategic plan here is, other than for
Afghanistan, we don’t yet know.”
Until Biden took office, the
U.S. military had often followed a
pattern of secretly striking alleged
terrorists from the air without any
accountability or announcement:
no casualty lists, no public afteraction reports, and few follow-up
investigations about collateral
damage. “Cumulatively we’re talking tens of thousands of civilians

“Biden wants one of his major
foreign policy accomplishments to
be to end the forever wars,” said
this official, who would speak
about internal deliberations only
on condition of anonymity. The
president is expected to deliver a
speech that will sketch out the
broad outlines, including possibly
setting new restrictive and transparent drone rules, announcing the
shutdown of Guantánamo Bay
(where only about 40 prisoners
remain out of a total of nearly 800),
and upgrading the focus on domestic violent extremists, away from
al Qaeda and its affiliates.
“He wants to show we made
the world safer, to say that we are
taking a multilateral approach and
returning to smart power, reducing our military footprint and increasing our diplomatic footprint,
and adapting to new threats of today,” the official said.
The White House team is also
seeking a broader reorientation toward what the president has called
“the battles for the next 20 years,
not the last 20,” including climate
change, the threat from China,
COVID-19-type pandemics, and
America’s economic and social
problems at home.
“At the Department of Defense but also in the U.S. intelligence community, counterterrorism has taken a back seat,” said
Seth Jones, a senior vice president
and counterterrorism expert at the
Center for Strategic and International Studies. “The focus of efforts is primarily on how to deal

.

As we leave Afghanistan, don’t
abandon women and girls
By: Nadia Hashimi
With foreign troops and diplomats hastily fleeing Afghanistan
and humanitarian aid withering,
Afghan women face rapidly escalating crises of health, education,
and violence including attacks specifically targeting women and girls.
Some of these attacks have been
claimed by the Islamic State; for
others it is unclear who is responsible.
Though the Taliban’s views on
women’s rights are largely unchanged, countries retreating from
Afghanistan show little concern
for the dark future they are leaving
behind for women and girls.
In my lifetime, America’s concern for Afghan women has had
more dramatic peaks and valleys
than the Hindu Kush. In the 1980s,
a photograph of an Afghan girl with
haunting green eyes graced the cover of National Geographic magazine. Living in a refugee camp, she
was unaware that her photograph
had evoked a wave of empathy for
a girl who had been displaced by
the civil war and Soviet invasion.
Once the Soviets withdrew,
America looked away, and Afghanistan descended into a factional war
in which thousands were killed and
women were raped by fighting
forces.
In the late 90s, images of Afghan women cowering under the
whips of bearded Taliban extremists activated feminist sympathies
from Hollywood to DC. But it
wasn’t until after 9/11 that those
liberating energies helped justify
American military involvement in
dollars and troops. In our home,
we prayed that this attention
would bring a reprieve to a tortured homeland.
I write novels inspired by the
grit and fortitude Afghan women
have shown as they bear the trauma of conflict. Since the Taliban
were ousted in 2001, the women

of Afghanistan have not squandered a second of daylight in resurrecting their lives and cementing
their rights. School girls in Kabul
told me they dreamed of becoming
teachers, doctors, and pilots. Today, women serve in many governmental roles, as parliament
members, ministers, and ambassa-

dors.
The number of girls in school
had steadily increased until about
2015, when corruption, declining
aid, and rising insecurity reduced
the numbers. Many have graduated with degrees. Women are artists (graffiti, fashion, singers, and
musicians) and entrepreneurs, feeding local economies and their families. During the pandemic, the
award-winning Afghan girls robotic
team engineered low-cost ventilators.
Maternal and infant mortality
have decreased. Life expectancy
has increased. International assistance has made a real and positive
impact.
But in anticipation of international troops withdrawing, humanitarian aid has been shrinking. A
recently released report by Human
Rights Watch on access to maternal health care notes that at the
2020 Geneva donor conference,
international pledges for Afghanistan for 2021-2024 dropped by up
to 20 percent compared with the

prior four-year period.
In late April, the State Department ordered an unspecified number of nonessential personnel to
leave Kabul. This announcement
came on the heels of the announcement that the United States would
withdraw the remaining troops
from Afghanistan by September

11. An anonymous State Department official creatively called it a
“reposturing” of American diplomatic engagement.
On May 25, Australia announced that it would be closing
its embassy in Kabul in four days.
According to the Associated Press,
several other embassies have ordered non-essential personnel out
of Kabul and advised nationals
against traveling to Afghanistan.
The UK government has asked a
network of organizations working
in Afghanistan to help identify
British nationals in the country, in
order to know who may need emergency evacuation in case of catastrophe.
The Afghan women Human
Rights Watch interviewed shared
the barriers they face in accessing
care – costs, insecurity, scarcity
of providers and facilities. Hospitals are understaffed and rural facilities have long been nonexistent
or inadequate. One woman described spending hours in labor on
a road blocked off by fighting.

Hospitals and clinics have been
targeted by all parties to the conflict, making access to vital care
much harder. The worst of these
was the horrific attack on a maternity ward run by Médecins Sans
Frontières (MSF).
Attacks on women activists,
leaders, and journalists are on the
rise. I met Zarifa Ghafari, mayor
of the town of Maidan Shahr in
central Afghanistan, during her
2020 visit to Washington to receive
the State Department’s International Women of Courage award.
Months later, bullets flew through
the window of her car. Though she
emerged uninjured, just a month
later her father was fatally shot in
front of his home.
I regularly hear women activists in Afghanistan reaffirm their
commitment to fight for their
rights despite credible threats to
their lives, despite the fear they
feel when a motorcycle rumbles
past their homes. Even as the world
withdraws, we cannot feign ignorance. An armed struggle for the
future of Afghanistan will produce
more casualties, displace more families, shorten already contracted life
spans, and make it less likely for a
newborn to live to her first birthday.
The percentage of the population grappling with disabilities and
mental illness will increase.
In the past, the plight of Afghan women has helped justify
military involvement. Let us employ a novel approach and let the
gains made by Afghan women in
the past 20 years inspire lifesaving continued humanitarian aid. Let
us not look away.
Nadia Hashimi is a pediatrician
and bestselling novelist with books
for adults and youth. She is a member of the US Afghan Women’s
Council, Afghan American Foundation, and an advocate for women’s rights in Afghanistan.

litias in Iraq.
And while Finer’s 13-page
memo has hardly become official
administration policy, it’s notable
that Biden’s senior team seems to
be acting on some of its recommendations—and that Finer himself is one of the top officials working on a broad review of counterterrorism policy led by National
Security Advisor Jake Sullivan.
One of the recommendations
enacted from the memo is to
“[r]aise the threshold for use of
force.” This includes eliminating
“strikes against individuals whose
specific identities are not known
and who are not identified as tied
to immediate [U.S.] force protection concerns or otherwise posing
an imminent threat” to the United
States, as the memo puts it.
According to the Finer memo,
“Operations requiring force should
be considered extraordinary, require approval at the highest levels, and pursued only when absolutely necessary, for instance, to
avert a clear and present danger to
U.S. persons.”
The Biden administration has
since restricted field commanders
from making independent decisions on strikes outside of conventional battlefield zones. Under the
new rules the “military and the

conservatively who have died in
America’s wars since 9/11”—almost all without acknowledgement, Woods said.
No truly reliable figures exist,
especially for drones, since for
most of its existence the drone program has been shrouded in secrecy. In his final year in office, President Barack Obama briefly
opened the window, revealing that
during his term drone strikes, conventional airstrikes, or cruise missiles used outside conventional war
zones like Afghanistan had killed
as many as 116 civilians. But other independent monitors put the
figures much higher. Obama’s successor, Donald Trump, made the
numbers classified again.
The cutback in drone strikes is
one element of a much bigger rethink. One Biden administration
official who has been involved in
discussions said that while a policy isn’t yet set and it’s not clear
when it will be, the upcoming 20th
anniversary of 9/11 is an important target date in what is amounting to an exhaustive evaluation of
the overseas terrorist threat. The
Biden administration, he said, is
now focused on demoting the Islamist terrorist threat on the priority list of U.S. strategic interests.

with China and to some degree
Russia. And you don’t need drones
to deal with either of them. It’s
just not a priority, and that’s a big
shift certainly from the Obama
years and partly the Trump
years.”
Some activist groups are mildly optimistic. “It’s encouraging
that there’s a pause in the lethal
strikes program and the Biden administration is considering what is
hopefully a better approach to end
the forever wars,” said Hina Shamsi, director of the American Civil
Liberties Union’s National Security Project. On Wednesday, the
ACLU and 112 other organizations
both in the United States and globally sent a letter to Biden calling
for an end to the U.S. program of
lethal strikes outside recognized
battlefields such as Afghanistan.
“Successive presidents have
now claimed the unilateral power
to authorize secretive extrajudicial
killing outside any recognized battlefield, with no meaningful accountability for wrongful deaths
and civilian lives lost and injured,”
the letter read.
Sullivan and other senior Biden
officials are particularly intent on
involving every major government
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